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It’s Not a Real Iron Curtain
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I am easily intimidated by men in uniforms, especially these two big, 
green-suited giants who pulled back the door on my train compartment 
and held out their hands, waiting for me to dig my passport out of my 
backpack. !ey were not smiling. To add to the drama, it was the middle of 
the night, so my groggy self couldn’t "nd the bloody blue book that would 
tell them I was who I am. I’m always like this at border crossings. I get so 
nervous I convince myself that I am truly guilty of some crime that even I 
didn’t know I had committed. !is nervousness is particularly pronounced 
when I, a child of the land of liberty and freedom for all, cross behind the 
dreaded Iron Curtain. Now, heading into Tito’s Yugoslavia, I had the same 
dry-mouth, #ip-of-the-stomach fear that I had felt at Checkpoint Charlie 
two years before, when I was searched for contraband pfennigs on the way 
back from the ballet in East Berlin.

I shamefacedly admit that in 1973 I still carried a silent distrust of 
Communists. I blame those mandatory Friday-afternoon lectures in grade 
eight when Father O’Brien would wave his well-thumbed copy of !e 
Enemy Within in the air and ask us how we would like it if a Berlin-like 
wall was built down the middle of Columbus and half of our families were 
trapped on the other side. I personally thought that would be great if I 
could choose who to send over, like in a reverse game of Red Rover. But 
then he’d pull out the big guns and tell us that Communists didn’t believe 
in God. At twelve years old, and with eight years of Catholic schooling 
behind me, I knew in my heart that I wouldn’t want to chance living in a 
place that didn’t believe in God, for heaven’s sake. 

My mother assumed I was going back to that charming little village in 
Germany where I’d lived for a year and from which I’d sent her letters full 
of the aromas of fresh bread and bratwurst. I was pretty sure she would 
not approve of me crossing into Red Yugoslavia! I thought I could defend 
my travel destination by appealing to her sense of frugality and pointing 
out that Germany was now twice as expensive as it had been two years 
before. I knew her counter reply would be, “You should have stayed in the 
US of A where you belong,” a reply which was to be avoided at all cost. 
!en I had it. I’d tell her that I had once seen a picture of Marshal Tito, 
Supreme Leader of Yugoslavia, laughing with her all-time hero, John F. 
Kennedy (Catholic), while they were sharing conversation or diplomacy 
or champagne or all three at the White House. Any friend of JFK’s was a 
friend of hers. !en I’d back it up with the fact that Eleanor Roosevelt, also 
on my mother’s list of “good people” (Democrats), had visited Tito at one 
of his islands. !ese surely were signs that Mr. Tito was not an archenemy 
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of America and capitalism, so how, I’d argue, could Mr. Tito’s homeland 
be such a bad place for her daughter to go?  I didn’t think she’d buy it, but 
it was worth a try. 

Meanwhile, back in the compartment, the suspense increased as the 
green giants left with my passport. !ey just backed out into the corridor 
and slid the door closed, leaving me with my mouth open and tears 
starting to move out of their ducts and into my eyes. To make it all more 
le Carré-ish, the train started to move, slowly. !at was too much and 
I did what I always do when I am really scared—I dug out my pack of 
cigarettes and lit one up. But it didn’t fool the woman on the other side 
of the compartment. She knew the truth and "nally, to put me at ease, 
she said in pretty good English, “It is good. We get passports after we 
cross border.” I exhaled deeply to envelop myself in a thick cloud of black 
smoke while I contemplated this. I wanted to believe her, I did, but it was 
still dark outside and the whispers of doubt about ever, ever trusting a 
Communist were seeping into my brain. !en, as if orchestrated to expose 
my American-made paranoia, the guards came back, smiling now, and 
handed me my passport with a very o$cial-looking, three-month tourist 
visa stamped on the "rst page. My journey had begun.

As the train chugged at what seemed the same laborious pace as the dawn 
was creeping up over the hills, I watched out the window at the dull, scrub-
covered, gray, rocky scenery that did not register high on my beautiful-
landscape meter. My perceptive compartment-mate must have sensed my 
disappointment because she drew me away from the window with words. 
Her name was Helga and she had studied languages at university. For the 
past ten years she had been working as a translator in Germany but, alas, 
she had been called back to take care of her dying mother. I thought it was 
a toss-up whether her sudden sadness was because of her dying mother or 
leaving Germany. But as the morning moved into the windows and as the 
train moved deeper into the rocky landscape of Yugoslavia, Helga, with a 
sweet, comfortable smile on her face, said, “I am happy to be home.” I had 
the same smile when I had landed in New York after my year in Germany. 
I didn’t want to kiss the ground or anything, but it had been good to be 
back in a place where I knew I belonged. 

Helga waited for me to reciprocate with a story of my own. I dreaded 
this part. I’m a great listener but can be pretty shy when it comes to talking 
about myself. I knew I couldn’t guarantee not breaking down into sobs if 
I began with the rotten boyfriend who had broken my heart and dumped 
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me in Munich just before we were supposed to get on this train together. 
Instead, I told her about my own life in Germany a couple of years before, 
working in a Schloss—the ancestral castle home of some count or another—
and traveling to romantic-sounding places like Strasbourg, Vienna and 
Berlin. I left out the part about being an underpaid, overworked typist/
chaperone catering to the whims of spoiled American college students. I 
did confess, truthfully, that I had fallen in love with European living. Helga 
nodded. “You are an old soul who needs an old world.” I didn’t quite know 
what that meant, but it sounded good.

By the time we reached Split I had totally pushed Helga’s evil Communist 
connections to the far reaches of my mind. As we pulled down suitcases 
and headed for the door, I knew, for a fact, that Helga would not abandon 
me until she was sure I was on the right bus for the coast. Outside the train 
station there was a crowd of babushka-headed women wearing placards 
and shouting and pulling at everyone who got o% the train. All I could 
make out was the occasional “Room…Cheap.” Was this an example of 
Communist entrepreneurship? Helga explained, “!ey all have rooms in 
house to rent, but not enough people to "ll them in October.” I was very 
uncomfortable being their main focus of attention. Helga, ever the alert 
guardian, led me across the street to a red-brick building identi"ed only as 
“Hotel/Café/Restaurant.” I had been warned to never, ever frequent places 
close to train stations since everyone, except Helga, knew that unsavory 
types hung out there waiting to prey upon young, single American women. 
I went in behind her.

Inside was a cavernous, overlit room with not one decoration about it, 
not even a tiny speck, unless you counted the picture of Favorite Son and 
Liberator, Mr. Tito. What it did have was an overabundance of harmless-
looking, skinny waiters wandering around the empty room straightening 
not-so-white tablecloths. One of them made his way over to us, bowed, then 
showed us to a table in the far corner of the room. Why would he maroon us 
down here, making his trips to and from the kitchen as long as possible? !e 
only thing I could think of was that he must have wanted to make sure this 
in"del American was as far away from his leader’s gaze as possible. 

It didn’t seem to matter to Helga where we sat. Over cups of sweet, 
dark co%ee and croissants, she mapped out my future. I just listened as she 
embellished the words from the pamphlets I had picked up in Germany 
and told me my choice of Dubrovnik was perfect—the weather there was 
beautiful in the winter and the people more used to tourists. “If my mother 
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was not dying, I go with you.” Helga sighed at me. !en, while the skinny 
waiter listened in, I told her that the most exciting part for me was that I’d 
be living by the sea. !is was a dream that I had tucked into my heart at 
my "rst sighting of the Atlantic Ocean one hot August day at Rehoboth 
Beach in Delaware at the ripe age of twenty. When I "nished, she smiled 
her understanding. “You come to good place. Now you will live your sea 
dream by getting on bus in Split and o% in Dubrovnik.” So easy.  

By the Sea, By the Sea...
When the bus stopped in the middle of a parking lot, I was worried. Did 

I miss my stop while I was reading? Ever since the "rst grade, when the city 
bus driver forgot to let me o% the bus in front of the house until he heard 
my mother yelling Irish curses at him, I have always been anxious about 
missing my stop. I didn’t know what to do. All the other passengers were 
shu&ing and pulling down their bundles and pushing their way o%; even 
the driver was leaving. I stopped him and showed him my brochure and 
said, “Dubrovnik?” He grunted something and, since I didn’t understand 
a word, I "gured I had a "fty-"fty chance that what he grunted was, “Yes, 
miss, enjoy your stay in Dubrovnik.” So I got o% the bus.

I must have lost something in that translation, because when I left the 
bus there wasn’t any sign of a medieval walled city nor St. Blaise, patron 
saint of stuck "sh bones and sore throats, tucked in his grotto protecting 
the gate. But what was there wasn’t bad at all. I was smack dab in the 
middle of a picture postcard of my idea of paradise (except for the parking 
lot). !ere, right in front of me, was the blue, blue Adriatic Sea, just like 
the brochure promised. What I wasn’t expecting were the palm trees, the 
pine-covered rocky hills, the warm sun and the Technicolor #owers that 
seemed to pop out of every crack and crevice, even in October. I started 
to write that "rst letter to my mom right then and there. I had never been 
around tropical beauty. I had gone from Ohio to Washington, where I 
considered the shiny-leafed magnolia tree exotic since it didn’t grow in 
Ohio. Having assumed that all countries behind the Iron Curtain were like 
East Germany, where everything looked like it was lit by a 40-watt bulb 
that hadn’t been cleaned in a hundred years, I was very happy to put that 
myth to rest right there and then. 
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Unfortunately, what was also here was another batch of those babushka-
covered, apron-sporting, amply sized Yugoslavian housewives that I had 
seen in Split, and no St. Helga to protect me. Pushing and smiling my “No. 
Nein. Nyet” through the throng of disappointed landladies, I took shelter in 
the relative calm of the o$cial Yugoslavian Tourist O$ce. !ere seemed to 
be an unwritten rule that the ladies would not pursue stressed-out tourists 
beyond these walls. Inside was a young guy whose name plate said “Drazen 
At Your Service. I Speak English.” So I took him up on his o%er and asked, 
“Is this Dubrovnik?” No reply. In fact, he looked at me like I had asked 
if this was Oz or something. I learned an important lesson: just because 
someone’s name plate says he speaks English doesn’t necessarily mean that 
he understands English. But something must have gotten through because 
he brought out a map and pointed at Lapad. “You here,” he said. He then 
traced his "nger down the coast line and around a few bends to where St. 
Blaise and the charming city of Dubrovnik lived. 

Disappointment crept into my heart and I asked, “When is the next bus 
for Dubrovnik?” Drazen ignored me and starting pulling out a selection 
of full-color brochures showing the attractions of the Lapad Peninsula. 
!ere were pine-covered hills stretching down to stony beaches with sea 
spray I could almost feel, hidden coves perfect for skinny dipping, and 
more of those palm trees. What more could a girl want for a winter stay? 
It was beautiful. Drazen must have sensed my interest because he went 
to another rack and grabbed more propaganda. I had never seen hotels 
like these; they were built like stairs going down the hills to the sea. I 
pictured myself sitting on one of those private balconies at sunset, sipping 
an aperitif and writing to my mother about my luxurious life among the 
Communists. But my practical side interrupted and reminded me I’d be 
back in D.C. working a temp-secretary job if I didn’t start watching my 
money. I said to Drazen, “!ese are very nice but they look too expensive 
for me.” He gave me that open-mouthed stare that I knew meant, “But 
you’re an American, and everyone knows that all Americans are loaded.” 
Later I would "nd out that all Drazen’s ideas about Americans came from 
old movies and watching !e Untouchables on television. He asked me once 
if I knew Eliot Ness. I told him not personally.

I looked out the window at the crowd of my potential landladies and 
thought about crying, but Drazen sprang into action. “One minute please, 
lady.” I suspected he didn’t want a crying tourist on his hands. He started 
dialing numbers on the phone, then, grinning, he said, “My mother 
welcomes you.” I didn’t know whether this meant to Yugoslavia generally 
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or to her home. But as he propelled me towards the door, I guessed it was 
the latter. Evidently Drazen’s mom was one comrade who didn’t need to 
wear a sandwich board at the bus station in order to get tenants. Drazen 
grabbed my two suitcases, put one of those “Back in "ve minutes” signs 
on the door, and then, like my own private Moses, led me through the 
separating throng outside. I thought this guy should get a raise, if they had 
such things in a Communist economy.

Drazen led me beyond the palm trees and away from the sea (sigh) and 
towards those pine-covered hills at the end of the port. Even those seemed 
exotic to me. It probably had something to do with the clean air and the 
brilliant light re#ected o% the sea, or maybe just my lack of sleep. !is hill 
was a whole lot steeper than its sisters had looked in the brochure. I was 
panting my way up and up, stopping every block to catch my breath while 
I cursed myself for taking up smoking again. I had righteously quit when 
I went back to the US, but as soon as I got o% the plane in Germany I 
went looking for one of those cigarette machines that they tucked on the 
sides of buildings, where you could buy a lovely little "ve-pack. I falsely 
convinced myself that I wasn’t really smoking again because I didn’t buy a 
full pack. Who was I kidding? I loved smoking, especially when sitting in 
European cafés by myself, sipping a beer and trying to pretend that I wasn’t 
just a little bit lonesome. So my bad addiction meant that I couldn’t run up 
this hill, so what? I’d get there eventually.

Drazen was waiting for me close to the top in front of a four-#oor, 
modern, very suburban-looking apartment building. I wasn’t expecting this 
at all. My picture of housing behind the Iron Curtain was based on the 
movie Ninotchka, where all the comrades lived in drab, bare apartments that 
they shared with "ve other people. !ey certainly never had balconies and 
the Adriatic Sea peeking through the pine trees. Another myth destroyed 
right before my eyes. Drazen held the glass door for me and motioned me 
up the stairs. 

At the top, waiting for us, was my landlady for the next three months. I 
put on a smile and stuck out my hand and said, “Guten tag.” I always pulled 
out my bad German when meeting anyone whom I suspected didn’t speak 
English. It was the only foreign language I kind of knew and I thought 
it didn’t sound as presumptuous as English. She replied with a smile 
and a “Guten tag” of her own. “Ich bin Ana.” “Ich bin Frau So"a.” We had 
communicated and quite possibly had used up all of our available German 
vocabulary. I had collected my pathetic supply of German word by word 
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while spending too much time in cafés and Gausthäuser drinking wine, 
eating kuchen and gaining forty pounds in one year. I found out later that 
Frau So"a learned hers from a German couple who spent one month every 
year at her house. On every visit they brought her another appliance—
vacuum cleaner, co%ee maker, electric can opener. Frau So"a never used 
any of them but would take them out of their boxes once a year to clean.

I had never lived in the same apartment as my landlady. In Washington, 
landlords were nothing more than a name on a check once a month or 
someone to call about backed-up toilets. I wondered how it would be to 
have one around all the time to see the damage—perceived or otherwise—
that I was in#icting on the property. As if reading my doubts, Frau So"a 
smiled at me and said, “Kommen.” I went. Inside there were four closed 
doors on a dark hallway; she opened door number one and showed me my 
prize. I took inventory—twin beds, a built-in desk with the only chair in 
the room, a closet still full of men’s clothes and a picture of mountains and 
a green valley on the wall in a cheap black frame. I got excited when I saw 
there was a wall of sliding glass doors, but when I looked out it was over the 
pine trees and not the sea. !is wasn’t exactly what I had imagined for my 
European digs. I thought I’d have something with character, overstu%ed, 
scratchy chairs and pealing walls. I turned to Drazen and asked, “How 
much?” He turned to his mother and they had an intense conversation that 
to my thinking took much too long for a simple question like “What’s the 
rent?” When he answered and I "gured it in dollars, it turned out to be more 
than I had paid for my bachelorette in Washington where I didn’t share 
the kitchen, let alone the bathroom. !ey were waiting. I considered an “Es 
kostet zu viel!” (“It costs too much.”) a phrase I had perfected during my 
latest, very expensive two-week stay in Germany. But then I remembered 
the women in the plaza and the bag of dirty clothes in my suitcase, so I 
could only answer, “Danke, Frau So"a.” Home. 

Since a deal had been struck, Drazen informed me I’d be having lunch 
with them that day, a sort of welcome-wagon greeting to my new home. 
My mother would be impressed with this and pleased that I had found 
such a good, friendly family to live with, even if they were Communists. 
Drazen led me into the dining/living/TV room, sat me down at the table 
and came back with a glass of wine and an ashtray. With a smile he o%ered 
me a Marlboro. “It is America,” he said proudly. I had always objected to 
the macho image of Marlboro so had never even tried one. “!anks,” I 
answered. While we smoked and I drank, Frau So"a cooked and "lled the 
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room with aromas that reminded me I hadn’t eaten since that croissant at 
the hotel in Split. It was good to be home.

Lunch was served when Bruno, the Papa Bear of my new family, arrived. 
I stood to shake his hand (my mother had taught me good manners) and 
felt as small as Goldilocks as he engulfed my not-so-small hand into his. 
Frau So"a was clicking her tongue, which sent the men of her family and 
me to the table. Seated, I decided that the best luncheon strategy was to 
watch the others to see if there was a particular Yugoslavian protocol to 
eating. However, Frau So"a gave me no time to pick up any tips. “Frau, 
essen,” she said as she shoved the main course towards me. I wished she 
hadn’t done that. I wanted to see how much other people were taking so 
I’d not appear too greedy, even though my stomach was telling me, “Take 
more, take more.” I slipped the ladle in and came out with one potato, two 
chunks of meat and some sauce. Frau So"a looked hurt. I took a second 
ladle’s worth and moved it over to Bruno. When the bread basket arrived, 
I counted the pieces and divided by four and "gured I could take two so 
I could slurp up the sauce. I ate silently as they chattered away. I was sure 
that the conversation was all about how fortunate they were to have gotten 
a sucker to rent their room in the o% season. I always imagined the worst 
when I didn’t understand anything. At the end of the meal Bruno got up 
and came back from the kitchen with a whole head of garlic, which he 
began to peel carefully, clove by clove, and plunk into his mouth as if it 
were Belgian chocolate. I watched him from the corner of my eye, not 
wanting to be included in this particular ritual. I thought myself exotic for 
cooking with real garlic rather than the kind you shake out of a jar. 

I assumed the garlic ritual signaled the end of the meal. I began to gather 
my German superlatives from the abbreviated lexicon in my head and 
hoped that Frau So"a had learned the same words. !en, just when I had 
the words all in a row, she set in front of me a tiny cup of that sweet, lovely 
co%ee like I had drank in Split. Up until then I had convinced myself 
that the European blend of Nescafé was an excellent way to wake myself 
up every morning. Now I’d be thinking about this ambrosia every time I 
stirred my spoonful of crystals into the boiled water. From the shelf next 
to the television, Bruno grabbed four little glasses and a bottle whose label 
identi"ed it as Slivovitz. I had no idea what it was until Drazen o%ered, 
“It is brandy from plums.” I thought it a tad early in the day to be having 
brandy, but since I had never had brandy made from plums, or anything 
else for that matter, what did I know. Drazen and Bruno o%ered me a 
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cigarette. I had to choose. I thought it might be more politically correct to 
accept the Yugoslav brand from Bruno. Drazen laughed.

As the plum brandy burned its way down my esophagus, damaging it for 
life or at least the moment, and as I tried valiantly to not start hacking from 
these de"nitely-not-American-mild cigarettes, Drazen gave me my "rst 
lesson in Titoconomics 101. “My father is Communist. I am Communist.” 
Was this a trick to confuse the gullible American? Wasn’t everyone here a 
Communist? Or was he was just reminding me that I was living amongst 
the enemy? But he was smiling. “We are good jobs,” he bragged. I had 
a hard time thinking of jobs like tourist o$ce agent and bank clerk as 
rewards, but what did I know about the alternatives, so I just shook my 
head up and down to show him I understood. Drazen didn’t mention Frau 
So"a, so I guess housewives didn’t need to be party members to cook and 
clean up after the privileged. As I glanced over at Comrade Bruno, I tried 
to picture those fat, garlic-scented "ngers counting out dinars behind a 
teller’s window. !e image didn’t "t the man at all. I found out later that 
Bruno was really a "sherman at heart. He worked at the bank every day 
from eight a.m. until one p.m. and after lunch, regardless of the weather, 
he’d take his little putt-putt boat out and go "shing for cuttle"sh that 
the family used to barter for dry goods and doctor’s visits. He never came 
home empty handed.   

Passing the Good Frau Test
!e next morning I walked back down the hill for my "rst venture into 

grocery shopping Communist style. Drazen and Frau So"a had spent an 
hour arguing over which shops they should include on the map I now 
clutched tightly in my hand. Drazen, being the modern guy that he was, 
guided me towards the new supermarkets. “Like in America,” he bragged. 
(Drazen equated “good” with anything that came in a package, especially 
if it came from the home of Al Capone or his hero, Eliot Ness. I had my 
mother send him a Kellogg’s snack pack, which he never ate but put on 
the shelf next to the Slivovitz to admire and show his friends.) Frau So"a 
added her own, bigger marks for the outdoor vegetable market and the 
spot where the "shing boats came in next to the port. I mouthed the word 
“Cigarettes?” towards Drazen. He drew an X right at the bottom of the 
hill. I like convenience in cigarette shopping. 
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My "rst stop was, of course, the tobacco kiosk. !e woman inside the 
little round kiosk said, “Good morning.” I didn’t know if this was a tease or 
if she really spoke English. “I’d like a pack of cigarettes,” I tested her. “Black 
or blond?” Her hand was hovering over the Marlboros but I said, “Black.” 
Someone had told me once that black cigarettes had fewer chemicals in 
them, so they wouldn’t kill me as fast. She pulled out three packs and laid 
them on the counter. I recognized Bruno’s brand and tapped my choice and 
asked for matches too. He and I would now be comrades in our smoking 
pleasure. Although I have to admit that pleasure was not necessarily 
the word I’d associate with these smokes—rough, cough inducing, foul 
smelling, cheap. As bad as they were, once I got used to them I was hooked 
and kept smoking the brand for the full three months of my stay, even after 
occasionally "nding some questionable, de"nitely-not-tobacco matter 
inside the white paper. I waved a smiling thank you and she tipped her 
head at me, knowing I’d be back.

Drazen’s supermarket certainly wasn’t very “super” in that A&P sort 
of way. But I kept my American snobbery to myself and pulled out my 
list of basics: Nescafé, sugar, butter, olive oil, pasta, tomato sauce, laundry 
detergent and jam.  Since I had a surplus of time but not money, I decided to 
do some comparison shopping between two of the supers. As an interested 
clerk watched, I began to write down prices to compare with those at the 
next. I smiled as I left but I don’t think she was pleased. At the second, 
I found exactly the same products and prices, identical to the "rst. !e 
only variety I found was in the jam section, where, at a considerably lower 
price, I could buy a jam made from rose hips. I had no idea what those 
were but guessed they had something to do with the #owering roses on 
the jar’s label. I ate a lot of rose hip jam those three months and never, ever 
again after that. I loaded my purchases into Frau So"a’s bag and headed 
for the outdoor market in the parking lot where I had gotten o% the bus. 
Was that just yesterday? Most of the vendors were gone but I was able to 
"nd an onion, two potatoes, a slightly wrinkled apple and three carrots in 
the basket of an old woman who was standing on the corner opposite the 
market. I liked her spirit of independent entrepreneurship and vowed to 
shop exclusively at her basket in the future. I was too late for "sh. Fish and 
"shermen wait for no late risers here. 

On the way home, I stopped again at the cigarette kiosk for answers. As 
I approached, the woman looked at me with disbelief that I could have 
"nished that pack of cigarettes already. I smiled and asked, “Are there other 
places to shop where I could buy di%erent products maybe at lower prices?” 
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Even my smile did not soften the look of disdain that she gave me. I knew 
I was in for another lecture on the value of Titoconomics. She proudly told 
me, “I am not just worker here. I am owner too. It is the same in stores. It is 
fair that all prices are the same. It makes owners to work hard to have good 
customers who like us so they will come back and buy more and more so 
we make more money.” I applauded her spirited speech and told her she’d 
do well in any evil capitalistic society. It made her blush. “I promise to do 
my part in your enterprise building by smoking lots of these foul cigarettes 
during the next three months,” I told her. It made her smile; she knew I 
was totally addicted. !en, laden with my vegetarian supper for that night, 
I climbed back up the hill to home. 

I wasn’t much of a cook at that time. I could put together a few meals 
that I had learned by osmosis from my mother. When I "rst moved away 
from home at age nineteen, I carried with me only the recipes for my 
favorite comfort foods—macaroni and cheese made with Velveeta, mashed 
potatoes and fried dumplings. I had also mastered a few dishes (all of 
which featured Campbell’s soups) to impress my boyfriends; I didn’t have 
enough recipes for a long-term relationship. Since then I had added a few 
more dishes to my repertoire, including the spaghetti sauce that I was now 
going to make for my "rst dinner in Yugoslavia. 

I waited until seven to go into the kitchen since I didn’t want to bump 
into Frau So"a’s cooking time. She and Drazen were side by side on 
the couch staring at subtitles while Dennis Weaver solved a crime on 
McCloud—called Sheri# of New York here. I smiled a greeting, not wanting 
to interrupt their concentration. It felt just like home listening to Dennis’s 
drawl while "xing supper. !e kitchen didn’t have a door, so I felt rather 
than saw Frau So"a’s eyes on my back. I kept chopping, thinking that 
maybe she just wanted to see the American technique for onion cutting. 
She said something to Drazen, who answered with a grunt. I put the water 
on for the pasta and splashed olive oil in a skillet. She came closer. As 
my watched pot refused to boil, she addressed Drazen again, this time 
with more vehemence. He ignored her. Finally, as if she could resist no 
longer, she came into the kitchen and motioned for me to go sit at the 
table. I obliged. She "nished my tomato sauce, strained my spaghetti and 
plated my food. I was mysti"ed. I had no idea what cultural faux pas I had 
committed, but I was sure it was serious. 
!e next day I decided to try my hand at "sh frying. My kiosk friend had 

told me I would have to be at the port by seven a.m. to get fresh "sh, so I 
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was up at 6:30 and, without co%ee or cigarette, headed down the hill to the 
port. Vegetarianism seemed a tempting alternative at that point. But when 
in Yugoslavia... I stood with the other women looking down at the boat 
with the jumping "sh and the tired-looking "sherman. Until this moment, 
the only sardine I had ever seen was lying in oil in a tin can, on which I 
always cut my "nger when I opened it. When it was my turn the "sherman 
stood up and held a handful of squirming little "sh up to my face to show 
their freshness and, I’m sure, to scare me. I obliged all the ladies and him 
by letting out a little “Eeek!” I smiled at them, showing what a good sport 
I was even at this ridiculously early hour. !e "sherman was waiting for 
me so I shook my head yes and he wrapped the little "sh in a cone of 
newspaper and passed them up to me.

As I trudged back up the hill with my catch I felt a tiny twinge of guilt, 
knowing that the little sardines in my package were still wiggling their last 
twitch of the tail, sacri"cing their lives for my stomach. “I’m sorry” seemed 
so lame. I should have just stuck to my spaghetti and thrown in some beans 
for protein. Besides, I had never really liked "sh all that much. My brothers 
used to "sh in the creek at night and come home in the early morning with 
their catch. I’d sit on the back porch and watch them run a knife down the 
belly of the "sh and lop o% the heads and throw them to the cat. If I could 
avoid it, I never ate the "sh when my mother cooked it for supper. I’d still 
remember those little eyes and the smell of guts and blood.  

Frau So"a wasn’t home when I got there so I spread the newspaper 
on the counter and tried to ignore the beady, accusing little almost-alive 
eyes of the sardines. I told them, “It wasn’t me who caught you, after all.” 
Ignoring their silent accusations, I nervously slipped the knife down the 
belly of the "rst and gagged as I pulled out the still-warm innards and cut 
o% the heads. One down, eleven more to go. I can’t say it got easier, but I 
did it. By the time I had scaled them and rinsed them o%, I only had about 
half of my catch. I think I did something wrong. 
!at evening, I was ready for Frau So"a when I went in to fry my little 

"sh. I gave her and Drazen a “Guten Abend” and started to hum “I Have 
Con"dence,” not so loudly that it would interrupt the evening news, but 
loud enough that I could conjure up the image of Julie Andrews twirling 
her suitcase to get me through my cooking. I put my water on to boil, 
purposefully slammed a skillet on the stove, poured olive oil into it and got 
my little plate of sardines out of the fridge. I knew Frau So"a was right 
behind me; I ignored her and switched my humming to “When You Walk 
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through a Storm,” thinking that with her so close I needed something 
more substantial. Who knows, maybe she had even seen !e Sound of Music 
and would be softened by my humming. She obviously hadn’t, because now 
she was again whining at Drazen, who again ignored her magni"cently. 
She hovered, I watched the pot. I knew enough to know that I shouldn’t 
start frying my "sh until my pasta was cooked, but she didn’t have my 
patience. She pushed me aside, again, turned o% my pasta water, put my 
little sardines in the hot olive oil, sprinkled them with salt and chopped-up 
tomatoes and lettuce for a salad and sent me to the table. Defeat.
!e next morning I went to the woman at the cigarette kiosk for some 

explanations. She was becoming my expert on all things Yugoslav. When 
I told her what was happening, she rolled her eyes and shook her head 
at me like I was an enemy of the state. I knew a lecture was coming. She 
explained, pointing a "nger at the wires overhead, that electricity is a 
precious commodity. !is summer there was little rain, so there was less 
electricity now. So the State in its wisdom had declared that at certain 
times of the day electricity would be more expensive. Good comrades now 
do their cooking in the afternoon when it costs less, not at seven o’clock 
in the evening! She looked disappointed in me, as if I should have "gured 
it out myself. I now felt stupid as well as guilty. “!is is not America,” she 
was frowning now. “We work together to make all good.” !at afternoon 
I crept into the kitchen at three o’clock. Frau So"a was there washing 
windows. I gave her a “Guten Tag” and set about cleaning yet more "sh, 
boiled my pasta water in peace, chopped up carrots and steamed them over 
the boiling water. I felt like a good and righteous comrade in my economical 
use of electricity. Frau So"a said nothing as I wrapped everything up and 
put it in the refrigerator for reheating. !at night I was invited to rejoin 
the family in TV land.

Frau So"a and I worked out an afternoon kitchen schedule without 
ever negotiating the terms. She was always "rst, so if she decided to cook 
something elaborate, my cooking time would be  shortened. I’d have to 
whip through my preparations like I was playing a game of Beat the Clock, 
which I was. One day she surprised me by inviting me into the kitchen 
while she cooked Grah. I took this recipe exchange as the "rst step towards 
a total dismantling of our own private Iron Curtain. My mother would 
approve of Grah. It was a high-octane bean soup with sausages, potatoes 
and carrots, thickened with a mix of #our, paprika and olive oil, and it 
was very inexpensive to make. It was stick-to-your-bones, gas-inducing, 
wonderful stu%, and the "rst of many basic peasant dishes that I would 
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come to know and love all through my journey. !ese are the dishes that 
you knew were originally put together by poor women who had to feed a 
brood of hungry kids. My mother was a master at those dishes, which she 
usually cooked in a big, dented soup cauldron recycled from the cafeteria 
at St. James the Less. She would make pots of chili, soup beans with bacon 
grease, ham and green beans, and corned beef and cabbage. (Later in my 
stay Frau So"a would show me other dishes in her repertoire that she 
"gured I could manage: cabbage sautéed with garlic and olive oil and 
mixed with mashed potatoes [my favorite comfort food]; a bigger white 
"sh [with bigger bones and more guts] cooked with cabbage and tomatoes 
and potatoes in the oven.)

By the end of my second week I had mastered early-rising, cost-saving 
measures for cooking, learned how to scale "sh, learned preliminary lessons 
in Titoism and added more recipes to my cooking repertoire than I had in the 
past "ve years. It was time to reward myself with an escape from the suburbs.

So !is Is Where !ey Keep the Good Stu"
I told my kiosk friend that I was "nally going into Dubrovnik. She said, 

“You need book,” and moved cartons of cigarettes and old magazines from 
under the counter. She came up with a book and handed it to me. !e 
cover was so faded that the blue of the sea was now as grey as the stones 
in the wall. “It looks pretty old,” I said. She replied, “Nothing change. It 
is English.” I looked inside; there were indeed English words, but the 
sentences read like a bad parody of the language. Maybe I could pick up 
a job as a proofreader while I was here, but I’m sure a job of that caliber 
would have to be held by a Communist and I knew for a fact that my 
mother would disown me if I joined the Party, no matter how prestigious 
the job. My kiosk friend was waiting. I decided that no matter how faded 
the book was, it would at least give me an idea of what I’d be looking at, so 
I paid her. She nodded her head and repeated, “It is English.”
!is time when I got o% the bus I knew I was in the right place, because 

there in front of me was that walled city with the statue of St. Blaise tucked 
above its gate. I felt a tiny pang of regret that I had not continued on and 
settled here within a genuine medieval city. How cool would that be? But, 
I argued, if I had done that I might never have learned how to scale "sh or 
cook Grah. I wasn’t convinced by my argument. I decided to start my tour 
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with St. Blaise so I could send up prayers to him to protect me from death 
by choking, stuck "sh bones and strep throat. Amen. But before I could 
move in his direction, something made me stop and look up, up, up to the 
hill towering over the plaza, the sea, the town and everything else in a "ve-
mile radius. !ere, spread out across the top in whitewashed boulders, was 
a Hollywood-worthy sign with just one name: T-I-T-O. I was impressed 
and immediately got the message that I, anyone on land, sea or air, and 
especially St. Blaise should be clear about who was the government-
approved, almighty protector of this city. 

With tour book tucked under my arm I crossed the drawbridge, went 
through the gate and down into the city. !at "rst time, and every other 
time I walked into Dubrovnik, I was awestruck by the almost marble-like 
white stone streets. I guess that’s what can happen when you start out with 
big slabs of stone, get millions of feet to shu&e over them for centuries 
and then ban motor vehicles from driving on them. I didn’t think it would 
catch on in America, where it would be considered suspect to ban cars from 
anywhere. I headed for the stairs to the top of the wall, since that’s where 
the guidebook insisted I begin, and who was I to argue. !e steps were 
crumbling and the drops down on the land side nauseated me, but once I 
got to the middle with the sea on one side and the red-tiled roofs of the 
city down below me, I was smitten. Here I was, Annie from Ohio, looking 
out onto the Adriatic Sea where Venetian merchants, Saracen marauders, 
holy Crusaders, a lot of sailors and my "sherman landlord, Bruno, sailed. I 
got all choked up just thinking about it. Do people who grow up by the sea 
feel this sense of wonder? I kept stopping and looking and stopping and 
looking so that it took me three times longer to get to the port gate than 
the book said it should take. I didn’t care and was sure that no one would 
tell them.

It was time to tour the main street of Dubrovnik. !en I remembered: 
I lived here, so technically I was not a tourist and did not have to see 
everything in one day. (Actually, in my whole three months in Dubrovnik, 
I never met, ran into or overheard another tourist.) So I went instead in 
search of a café to have one of those paradise-in-a-cup co%ees. As I walked 
down the marble main street looking for the right spot, I saw it. I wasn’t 
sure if I had really seen it or had only wished it to be there. So I closed my 
eyes and opened them again to con"rm that I had indeed seen, brazenly 
hanging on a rack outside a newsstand as if it were in Paris, the International 
Herald Tribune! I could not believe it. I was giddy just thinking that by 
passing some dinars over the counter I could, once again, be reading the 
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news from America, classi"eds for villas in the south of France and even 
the scores for Ohio State football! I didn’t hesitate, even when I saw that 
the price was equivalent to several kilos of sardines. !is was a necessity. 
It was important that I keep abreast of what was happening in the world, 
wasn’t it?  Whether it was or not, I vowed to come into the city each week 
for a new edition. Now, all I had to do was "nd a café. 

Another advantage of a car-free city was that café tables could be plunked 
down right in the middle of the street. I always enjoyed taking over streets, 
so I sat down at one of three tables on the sunny side of the plaza and gave 
my order to a hovering waiter. When I "nally had the co%ee, I opened the 
paper. I wanted to cry at the English words that brought the familiarity of 
home back to me. I was so engrossed in my nostalgia that I didn’t notice my 
puddle of sun had dried up. !ere, bowing to me, was a short, older man 
in a beret and black overcoat. He looked o$cial and I felt guilty. “Good 
afternoon, miss,” he said. My paper was a dead giveaway of my language 
preference. “You are visiting Dubrovnik?” Should I have brought my 
passport with the visa all properly stamped to prove I was legit? “Yes.” Did 
my voice really squeak? He asked, “May I join you?” How could I say no? 
As he sat, he smiled and nodded down at the front page. “You do know that 
you would not be able to buy that in Moscow?” Since I wasn’t in Moscow 
and had no plans to go I didn’t really get his point. He didn’t leave me time 
to ponder: “In Tito’s Yugoslavia we are not afraid of ideas. Our people get 
all the news from the West and from Moscow. It makes us better citizens.” 
With that proclamation, he stood up, bowed, took my hand, kissed it and 
smiled a goodbye. I knew I had just received another important lesson in 
Tito Communism. I was beginning to feel like those women in the plaza 
with their signs reading “Room...Cheap,” except mine read, “Ignorant 
American. Needs Education in Tito Communism. Please Help.”  

After digesting my most recent lesson, I went back to my reading. Since 
I knew I wanted this paper to last me the whole week, I decided I would 
limit my café pleasure to just reading the articles on the front page, not even 
going to their “continued on page 3” endings. It was a good decision, since 
the waiter came out at that point and started stacking the other tables and 
chairs and eyeing me. I packed up and asked him where the restroom was, 
since I knew I wouldn’t make it back to suburbia without "rst visiting the 
facilities. He pointed down the street to a little whitewashed building. Had 
I used the wrong word and asked him instead for a place to buy aspirin or 
sewing thread? I didn’t want to risk another lecture, so I just paid him and 
made my way down the street. I knew he was watching. When I got to 
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the building, I looked back and he waved me in. !ere was a narrow porch 
outside with a chair and a small table with an embroidered cloth. I thought 
it was pretty considerate of them to have a cushion-covered chair where 
you could wait if it was occupied. I went in and came out thankful that I 
always carried tissues in my pocket, since there was no paper in the stall. 

As I walked down the street, I was feeling pretty good about my "rst 
visit to Dubrovnik and especially about having that Herald Trib tucked in 
my bag. I heard screaming coming from the direction of that whitewashed 
building. I kept walking and had almost made it to the main street when I 
felt my ponytail being yanked. Behind me was a short, stocky, apron-clad 
woman pointing a "nger at me and then back to the building. I didn’t 
understand. She kept pulling me backwards until we were in front of that 
embroidery-covered table. I honestly hadn’t seen the little saucer that she 
was now tapping with authority. I can be pretty dense sometimes, but if I 
had seen a saucer I may have "gured out that you had to pay something to 
use the toilet. She waited, arms now akimbo, but nervously watching me 
in case I made a run for it. I knew my face was getting red as other people 
stopped to "nd out what was going on. I dug in my purse and put some 
coins down on the saucer. She smirked at me so I put more. Once again, I 
felt stupid and shamed. When would all these lessons end? I wasn’t really 
trying to cheat the Communist system, I just didn’t know. I suspected that 
my cigarette kiosk teacher would be disappointed in me. She had already 
given me the lesson on the worker/owner arrangement, and here I was, 
penalizing this woman’s chance to maybe show a pro"t this month or earn 
commendation from the Party leaders. On the bus home, I decided it was 
better not to tell my kiosk comrade about my failure to remember her 
lessons, just in case she refused to sell me any more of those foul cigarettes. 

Going Home...Or at Least Someone’s Home
While I may have been forgetting my lessons on workers’ rights, I must 

have passed the test on the home front, because Frau So"a invited me to 
go with her to visit her brother who lived in the Konavle Valley, which, 
according to my faded-covered tour book, was full of mountains, cypress 
trees and grapevines. It sounded divine. But it also said that it was located 
some twelve miles from Dubrovnik, and that seemed a long distance to travel 
with someone who did not approve of my smoking and with whom I could 
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only communicate with smiles, head nods and our minuscule collection 
of German words. I hesitated accepting and then, like getting a telepathic 
message from Ohio, I heard my mother’s voice saying, “Oh Annie, go, wear 
something nice and watch your manners.” She was usually right. 

In the spirit of traveling light, I hadn’t brought any of my out-to impress 
clothes, so the best I could do for “nice” was putting on my most unfaded 
pair of corduroys, a turtleneck and a hand-knitted vest that was a discard 
from one of the students in the Schloss. I thought I looked pretty good until I 
saw Frau So"a, who was dressed in a tight-"tting black V-neck dress, heels, 
makeup and a slight bou%ant #ip to her hair. I gave her a short whistle and 
said, “Sehr gut!” She didn’t return the compliment.  

As we headed down the hill to catch the bus into Dubrovnik, Frau So"a 
kept shifting the bouquet of #owers she was carrying from one arm to 
the other. I didn’t know the word for “carry” in German so I just made 
the motion, which looked an awful lot like rocking a baby. She said “Nein, 
danke,” which was nice. I was feeling happy and wanted to sing something 
jaunty, but the only thing that came to mind was that old German hiking 
song, “Falleri, fallera, falleri, fallera ha ha ha ha ha” and it was too early in 
the morning for that. Frau So"a didn’t even comment when I stopped at 
my kiosk to buy cigarettes, but just waited for me on the other side of the 
street. As I pulled out change I told my kiosk comrade in an excited voice, 
“I’m going to the Konavle Valley.” She looked at me with a serious face and 
I knew I was about to get a lecture on the contributions of the agricultural 
workers to the common good. Fortunately for me, Frau So"a was calling 
“Schnell.” !e lecture would have to come later.

When we arrived at the bus plaza in Dubrovnik, there were at least a 
dozen other black-clad, #ower-bearing women standing around waiting 
for the bus. Frau So"a linked her arm in mine and walked towards them. I 
knew I was about to become the main feature of her show-and-tell. I sent 
a silent prayer over to St. Blaise to protect my shy self from what was about 
to happen and, to cover all my bases, also threw words of the same ilk up 
to T-I-T-O, but left o% the “Amen,” of course. !e ladies gathered around 
us and Frau So"a beamed and pointed at me. !ey all looked me over and 
I apologized silently to my mother for the corduroys. !en I heard the 
word Ameri$ki and imagined an exclamation point behind it and waited for 
another lecture, or at least for them all to move away from me like a plague. 
But all I got were smiles and handshakes. Frau So"a started pushing me 
onto the next bus and into the "rst seat next to the driver like it was an 
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honor. I didn’t tell her that I hated this seat because there is no way to avoid 
watching the road and all the death-defying, stupid maneuvers the driver 
makes. I would just close my eyes.

As soon as the bus started up, the party began. Not one of those women 
sat down, but moved around the bus passing out candies and cookies and 
I’m sure talking about anything but husbands and cleaning. Every once in 
a while the driver would turn around and shout something back at them, 
which was received with uproarious laughter; then one of the women 
would throw words right back at him. It had that delicious, universal, not-
serious, sexual feel of #irting that always happens when women are free 
from daily chores and together with friends and a “safe” man. It reminded 
me of being out with my married sisters when they’d have a drink with 
lunch, bum one of my cigarettes and #irt with the waiter. 

When Frau So"a and I got o% the bus, the view was just what the tour 
book had promised: cypress trees, grapevines, olive trees and plowed "elds 
stretched across the valley. It was stupendous and in more brilliant shades 
than the monochrome picture in the book. I started to imagine living out 
here, having a little garden, stomping grapes for wine, putting up tomatoes 
for the winter. But this planning of my agrarian life had to be quick, since 
Frau So"a was already hiking up her good black dress and climbing over 
the fence. I was impressed that she managed to do that without running 
her hose or dropping the #owers. It was my turn. As she waited, I clumsily 
hauled myself up and over that fence, landing with a plunk near her feet. 
She was smiling but I wasn’t sure if it was because of my awkward ascent/
descent of the fence, or because she, like Helga, was home. 

We walked along a rocky path, under olive trees and around plowed "elds, 
until we reached a tiny graveyard plunked in the middle of everything. !is 
wasn’t one of those Happy Acres kinds of resting places; this one had felt 
the wind and rain of centuries. !ere was a waist-high stone wall with big 
chunks taken out of it and never put back. At one end was a narrow wooden 
gate with a carved cross on the top. Frau So"a pushed her way through and 
tiptoed, like she was in church, between the headstones. She stopped at 
the "rst grave in the last row and started brushing furiously at every leaf, 
twig and rotten olive that had fallen there in the last year. I stooped down 
to help her and saw that the people buried here had died in the 1930s. I 
wondered if it was during the Second World War, when Tito was up in 
the mountains trying to liberate them. I looked around and saw that other 
graves had also been cleaned o% and fresh #owers put on them. !en I 
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remembered it was November 1, All Saints’ Day, when all good Catholics 
(and probably Anglicans too) go to the cemetery to remember their dead. 
!at’s why the ladies were all in black and why they had those #owers. 
I should have dressed better, or at least worn black. With the cleaning 
"nished, Frau So"a and I knelt down and almost simultaneously made 
the sign of the cross. I looked at her and she at me in a way that said that 
with all our di%erences, we were the same in this outward sign of faith. As 
Frau So"a cried for the people buried there, I said my own prayers for my 
grandparents I had never known, for my Uncle Tom who was the "rst and 
only dead person I ever saw and for all the souls who didn’t have anyone 
else to pray for them. When we got up to leave, I knew I had just received 
another lesson in Tito Communism. Here, a Frau So"a living with two 
Communists was still free to believe in her God and even say a few prayers. 

As soon as we were out the gate, I knew that it was going to be a slow 
march across the valley to her brother’s. I really didn’t mind her wanting to 
show o% her Ameri'ki to her friends at home. I was even a little #attered. 
But after the third house, my mouth muscles were starting to atrophy 
in a permanent smile and I knew I couldn’t eat one more cookie. Frau 
So"a pointed me towards a "re escape ladder that hung on the side of 
whitewashed farmhouse. I have always been a little leery of climbing stairs 
that you can see through, but she was right behind me, so I had no choice 
but to move on up. !e reward at the top was wonderful. She had saved the 
best for last. !e terrace overlooked the entire valley and the mountains and 
was "lled with pots of blooming geraniums (my mother would be jealous), 
two beautiful kids and an old woman dressed in the traditional long black 
skirt with a bright blue apron, white blouse and a sash of yellow and gold 
embroidery just like I had seen in the brochures in the tourist o$ce. I 
was truly with “real people.” Frau So"a handed out her gifts from the city 
and the old lady gave us co%ee and more cookies, which I had to eat, and 
then we were o%. Frau So"a took the lead down the ladder and I followed, 
looking straight ahead as I climbed down, taking one rung at a time. By 
the time I got to the bottom, she was out in a "eld picking tomatoes and 
peppers that were still on the plants even in November. I guess this didn’t 
count as stealing if you lived here; I picked only a few, since I was a guest.

Finally we arrived to where her brother and his wife lived and farmed. 
After hugs and introductions, not that I needed one, Frau So"a and her 
sister-in-law went into the kitchen to "x lunch. I wanted to go out and help 
but they said no, I should stay here and rest. I would have rather gone out 
and chopped and stirred with the women. !at left just the brother, who 
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didn’t speak any German—bad or otherwise—so while the ladies were in 
the kitchen "xing lunch, all I could do was smile and o%er him cigarettes 
and have him return the favor to me. I’m sure we smoked a pack between 
us by the time Frau So"a and her sister-in-law came out from the kitchen 
carrying platters of food. I would write my mother the whole menu: hot 
fresh greens cooked with potatoes with a hint of bacon grease, smoked 
meat, cheese, olives, a salad, homemade wine and the best bread I have ever 
eaten. I prayed to all the saints for their blessing on this house as I shared 
this meal. After co%ee and cookies and a sip of Slivovitz, it was time for 
Frau So"a and I to walk back to the road to catch the bus. I noticed that 
on the way back there was no bantering with the driver or sweets passed 
around. Maybe all the women were thinking about the month and a half 
they’d have to wait for Christmas and another visit home. 

Knowing When It’s Time to Leave 
In the weeks following the trip to Konavle, Frau So"a and I lived in 

harmony. We weren’t as close as we had been, kneeling beside each other 
in that cemetery, but that was "ne. Occasionally hostilities would erupt, 
usually caused by my foul-smelling cigarettes or, more often, my perceived 
messiness coming up against her whisk broom. !ese were the times when 
I knew our own version of the Cold War was still alive and well. Only 
once did it almost escalate into our very own Bay of Pigs. I was sitting 
innocently at the table, having my breakfast of fresh bread and mediocre 
Nescafé when, armed with a whisk broom and dustpan, Frau So"a got 
down on her hands and knees and climbed under the table. She had to 
know I was still sitting there, but I nudged her with my knee just to remind 
her. She whisked more forcefully and let out a “Viele schmudzig” while 
bumping my foot to make sure I understood she was talking about me. 
!e confrontation escalated when I swept a few crumbs o% the table to the 
#oor in retaliation. She whisked more ferociously, including my feet in her 
swishes. I wanted to get down there and tell her, with pointed "nger in her 
face, that I wasn’t really a dirty person and that I knew the rules for good 
housecleaning. I had, after all, been cleaning house since I was ten years 
old when, every Saturday, we six girls would be charged with taking the 
chaos of a week of fourteen people living in too small a space and making 
clean order out of it. We were miracle workers. So I was sure I could handle 
cleaning up after my breakfast and keeping my one small room in good 
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order. Righteousness stirred in me and made me feel that this was about 
something more important than just my crumbs and her whisk broom. I 
was defending democracy and possibly liberty and justice for all. Luckily, 
before I brought our world to the brink of no return, I remembered my 
mother saying, numerous times, “!at hot head and big mouth of yours 
will get you in trouble some day.” She was right...again. I knew I had to 
keep silent, especially since I had another month to live here. I backed 
away from the confrontation and from the table, washed my dishes and 
went for a walk. After that, I let her whisk whenever she wanted. 

Another electricity crisis was declared in early December, but this time 
I had fair warning from my cigarette comrade. “No electricity from seven 
morning to seven night. We must save for emergency.” I thought having 
heat, hot water and somewhere to cook my Grah were pretty essential 
services but, not wanting to sound like the pampered American again and 
laying myself open for another lecture, I kept quiet. Our household had 
been well prepared for the crisis, or at least the no-heat part. All winter 
Frau So"a had been keeping the thermostat very close to o%. When any of 
us complained she, like Scrooge, would tell us to put on another sweater or 
to stop sitting around and get up and do some work that would warm us 
up. To add to the drama, everyone in the house agreed that this winter was 
the coldest that anyone could remember. When they mentioned this they 
always looked my way like I had some kind of weather-controlling powers. 
!en it snowed for the "rst time in twenty-"ve years or maybe even a 
century, which cast more suspicions on me. It wasn’t a big snowstorm, so 
when Drazen moaned about having to go out, I told him smugly, “When 
I was a kid in Ohio, I used to walk a mile to school in snow up to my 
waist.” I exaggerated; it was only up my knees, and I was very short. He was 
properly impressed, but my story meant that I couldn’t ask him to pick up 
my cigarettes for me when he went down to work.

Snow I can deal with even without boots, but overnight there had been a 
freezing rain storm, so now there was sheer ice over the hill that separated 
me, cigarette-less, and the kiosk. I thought that maybe this was a good 
time to quit? I put on my coat and started down the stairs. As soon as I 
stepped o% the porch, I slipped. !is was not good. I shu&ed down the 
entrance to the hill. If I wasn’t concentrating so hard on not falling, I could 
have appreciated how beautiful the pine trees looked and the icy gray of 
the Adriatic. But that was not on my radar. I had to "gure out how to 
maneuver this hill. Was it steeper than it had been two days ago or was it 
the ice daring me to just try to walk down? I saw no other alternative, so I 
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just sat down right on the sidewalk and used my feet to guide me down the 
hill right to the base of the kiosk. My cigarette seller was not surprised to 
see me. She, having heard the weather report, had four packs ready for me. 
!en she asked, “How do you go up hill?” I hadn’t thought of that as I lit 
up a cigarette to put o% the trek home. I smiled at her and asked, “Could 
I stay here with you?” She smirked and fanned her hand out and around 
the tiny cubicle of space she worked in. I had no choice but to slide myself 
over to the hill and then cling to branches and dead plants to pull myself 
uphill home. Of course, at home there was no heat, no hot tea, no warm 
anything. It took two hours under the covers, four pair of socks and too 
many of those cigarettes to start to thaw out. I heard my mother tsking at 
me, “You’d risk dying of pneumonia for cigarettes?” I turned her voice o%.

After two weeks, the electricity came back. I never knew whether it was 
because we had all been such good comrades or because the women of 
the town said “Enough is enough, we have baking to do” that disaster was 
averted. Whatever it was, the week before Christmas the switch was pulled 
and we had light. Frau So"a must have been feeling the holiday spirit, 
because she even turned the heat up so we could all shed one layer of 
clothes. One afternoon I went to the dining/living/TV room, pretending 
to read but really just wanting to hang out around the kitchen so I could 
smell all the cookies and cakes Frau So"a was baking. It felt just like my 
mother’s kitchen and I was immediately homesick. Frau So"a sensed my 
sadness and came over with one of those paradise-in-a-cup co%ees and 
some samples of all her baking. I knew at that point that there would be 
no whisking around me from now until after the holidays. 
!at week when I went into Dubrovnik for my Herald Trib, I noticed 

that shop windows were more festive. !ere wasn’t a Santa Claus to be seen, 
and certainly no nativity scenes, but it still had that feeling of goodwill and 
buy-buy-buy. I am a sucker for Christmas, so I looked in every window on 
the main street until I found a tiny jewelry store across from the newsstand. 
I decided to go in and buy myself a birthday present, since no one else 
would. I can become quite maudlin about the wrong that was done to 
me by being born on Christmas Eve and all the years of neglect. But that 
approach never made me feel better, so a couple of years ago I had decided 
to just buy myself a gift, wrap it up, sing “Happy Birthday” and tell myself 
how much I liked it. I’ve gotten some of my favorite gifts that way. !is 
year it would be a silver necklace with a "ligreed pendant with a green 
stone in the center. I’m sure it was made for the tourist trade, but I didn’t 
care. It said Happy Birthday just "ne to me. 
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When I got home Frau So"a called me out to the kitchen for another 
cooking lesson. !is time it was cabbage rolls. I had never even eaten a 
cabbage roll, let alone made one. Anyway, the cabbage smells coming out of 
that kitchen reminded me an awful lot of sauerkraut, which falls even lower 
than liver on my least-favorite-foods list. Frau So"a was not interested in 
my likes one way or the other. “Bitte, machen,” she said. She pointed to 
her eye and then to me and said, “Kuck’ mal!” It de"nitely sounded like an 
order, so I watched. She put a cabbage leaf the size of a dinner plate on 
the kitchen counter, then added a dollop of stu$ng (I found out later it 
was a mix of ground pork, onions, garlic and spices). She folded that leaf 
into the tightest, most perfect cabbage roll I’d ever seen—not that I’m an 
expert. Now it was my turn. !is did not seem di$cult at all. I placed the 
leaf down; she watched. I then plopped a spoonful of "lling in the center; 
she grunted something and threw in a bit more. Now I had to fold. It 
was a lot more di$cult than it had looked when she did it. My cabbage 
roll turned out slightly lopsided and in danger of falling apart if anyone 
touched it. She raised her eyebrows; I unfolded it and started over. By my 
fourth try I had it and she allowed me to tuck my almost-perfect one in 
the big roasting pan with hers. !en she poured a tomato sauce over the 
whole thing and plunked a big glob of some kind of animal fat in with 
it and cooked it slowly in the oven for hours. Having lived through two 
electricity crises in just two months, I marveled at her reckless disregard 
for how many kilowatts she was using. I guess that’s what the holidays are 
for no matter where you are.

On the twenty-fourth I opened my gift to myself and decided not to 
leave my room all day. I didn’t want to risk getting weepy and have someone 
ask me why. I had tangerines, a loaf of bread, pâté and another bottle of 
that sour wine to drink a toast to myself later. !en the door opened and 
there were Frau So"a and Drazen shouting “Happy Birthday,” or I think 
that’s what they said. Drazen looked smug and said, “I see passport. I am 
good detective.” Since my passport was, I thought, locked away in the desk 
drawer, I wondered what else he had discovered. But I wasn’t about to 
complain because he was leading me like an honored guest into the dining/
living/TV room, where Frau So"a had set out a breakfast worthy of home. 
Drazen boasted, “It is American breakfast. I see on TV.” !en Olga, who 
lived across the hall, came in and gave me a plate of hot Berliners, those 
lovely fried doughnuts with a squirt of jam inside (de"nitely not rose hip). 
We all sat down with paradise-in-a-cup co%ees and ate all the Berliners 
right then and there. It was a good birthday.
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!at night Frau So"a and I went to Dubrovnik for midnight mass. We 
went to the church at the Franciscan monastery that was tucked into a 
corner of the wall close to the port. !e place was packed, which surprised 
me in this Communist country, but by that time I should have learned all 
the ways that this Communism was di%erent from the others. I was silently 
thankful for the years of participating in this Catholic tradition, which 
gave me the inside scoop on what all this mumble-jumble was about, no 
matter the language. It was a folk mass complete with two "ddles, a banjo, 
a piano, a mandolin and a bass. I was waiting for them to start “Kumbaya” 
at any moment, but instead they went into a four-part harmony of “Silent 
Night”. I cried and felt more homesick than I had for a long time. 

On New Year’s Eve, when all good Communists start their holiday 
celebrations, Olga the Berliner-bearing neighbor included me in the 
invitation to her home. When I walked in I thought about asking her if I 
could spend the rest of my time, maybe my life even, at her apartment—it 
was that comfortable. !ere was good art on the walls, sofas stu%ed with 
pillows, lamplight, oriental carpets, a Christmas tree and chaos. It was as 
warm and messy as Frau So"a’s was neat. She introduced me to her gorgeous 
husband, who was just back from conducting the Vienna Philharmonic. 
Before I got my tongue-tied thoughts in line to tell him about my own trip 
to Vienna, not to conduct the orchestra, of course, he was giving me what 
would be my "nal lesson in Communism à la Tito. “Here, you have a clerk 
in the bank and an orchestra conductor as neighbors and friends living in 
the same apartment block. Would you "nd that in Vienna or New York?” 
I told him I couldn’t imagine Leonard Bernstein living next to anyone in 
my working-class family. He then handed me a #ute of champagne and 
everyone shouted  “Stretna Nova Godina.” As we danced in 1974, I didn’t 
even miss Guy Lombardo and the dropping ball. 

A few days later it was time to leave. Frau So"a helped me do my laundry 
and clean the room so that Drazen could move back in when I left. !at 
last week I ate all my meals with the family and only went to the market 
to say goodbye to the "sherman and the old lady selling potatoes. I gave 
my kiosk friend a copy of John Steinbeck’s Journal of a Novel that I had 
surprisingly found at the newsstand one day in Dubrovnik. I thought she 
might appreciate reading a little about America, just in case she decided 
to take her business acumen to the other side of the world. She gave me 
a postcard of the Konavle Valley as a going-away gift. !e whole family 
walked me to the ferry that would take me across the sea to Bari, Italy. !e 
boat left at midnight on the last day of my visa, so it seemed appropriate to 
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have the people I had met at the beginning of my stay here at the ending. 
Frau So"a even linked her arm in mine like the friends we had seemingly 
become, and I almost forgot all about her whisk broom.

I don’t like goodbyes ever, so after hugging each one of them I got aboard 
the boat, even though it wouldn’t leave for another half hour. When I was 
sure they were gone, I went out on the deck because this would be my 
virgin voyage on any sea and I didn’t want to miss one second of it, except 
maybe the nausea from the rocking boat. I lit up a cigarette and thought 
about all the good lessons I had been taught in Tito Communism, and 
what Father O’Brien would say to all that.


